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Operating on the Binance Smart Chain (BSC),  Tanuki Token is facilitated by in-
credibly fast speeds and efficiency unlike other notable blockchains. With these 
lower fees it has become a very widely used network by many new tokens. This 
means there is already a vast market of crypto consumers accustomed to inter-
acting with binance tokens. 

BSC uses a token protocol developed by the Binance Team called BEP-20. Its 
major asset of swift speed and efficiency is evident in the link below. 
Bep-20/BSC 5 seconds:

Advantages of the Binance smart chain are:

- It’s a proprietary blockchain, which will provide security and safety to all users 
and developers.

- Its native dual chain interoperability will allow cross-chain communication and 
scaling of high-performance dApps that require a fast and smooth user experi-
ence. 

- It’s EVM-compatible and will support all of the existing Ethereum toolings 
along with faster and cheaper transactions.

- Its on-chain governance with Proof of Stake Authority consensus, built on 21 
validators who validate the transactions, will provide decentralization and 
enable significant community involvement.

Tanuki Token is not responsible for the actions of the Binance smart chain net-
work. 

As a decentralized DeFi (Deflationary) token, Tanuki Token is an intelligent, opti-
mistic, and ambitious community with a diversely skilled team who are here to 
listen and work for investors. 
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The Japanese raccoon dog also known as the tanuki, is a species of canid 
endemic to Japan. It is one of two species in the genus Nyctereutes, 
alongside the common raccoon dog, of which it was formerly thought to 
be a subspecies.

The Japanese raccoon dog has a relatively smaller stomach and shorter 
fur of lesser insulation value than mainland raccoon dogs.  A rare, white 
colour type can also be found.  

WWithin Japanese folklore, the tanuki have had a significant role since an-
cient times. The legendary tanuki are reputed to be mischievous and jolly, 
masters of disguise and shapeshifting but somewhat gullible and absent-
minded. The animals have also been common in Japanese art, particular-
ly as subjects for statues.
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We wanted our base contract to be simple, effective and working, so
it is a fork of PinkSale’s baby token.  Our brand is based on our future 
utility and the uniqueness of our mascot.  We plan to revoke the contract 
early in our timeline, as it is a vessel towards our ecosystem that we do 
not need to control, and people should have the most faith in.  We will 
also extend our liquidity pool to 2 years early on in order to give 
cconfidence in our contract.

Rewards are in BUSD in order to reward our holders for sticking with us
aand have the ability to take profits this way instead of selling.   8% of the 
total volume will be distributed to holders based on how much $Tanuki 
they hold, with a minimum of 100,000 $Tanuki.  Rewards will be automat-
ically paid out, though an individual may claim early through interacting 
with the contract.  We chose BUSD because crypto itself is very unstable, 
but we want to make sure our holders have a stable passive income tied 
to these BUSD rewards, that when people use our ecosystem, they get 
ppaid for their support.

You never have to give up your original investment, you simply
rredirect your rewards to the new contract.  Future additional contracts 
will pay out based on what they’re programmed to do, but at any time 
you can withdraw your original $Tanuki.  this will be done with a DApp 
that will be available through our site in Q1 of 2022.  Our goal with this 
idea is flexibility, being able to create an ecosystem where everyone can 
choose what they want out of it.
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Vest your Tanuki for a daily lottery payout, odds of winning are based on 
how much BUSD you contributed throughout the day.

Donate your BUSD rewards to contribute to buying Tanuki to burn in 
order to increase the price after “buyback parties” and stabilize the price 
overall.

Earn BNB instead of BUSD! Get your BUSD automatically converted.

Contribute your BUSD rewards directly to charity!
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• Launch
• Listing on Coin Market Cap And CoinGecko
• Extend Liquidity Lock two years
• Revoke Contract

• DApp to interact with current token
• Initial simple contracts (Lottery, BNB fund, etc)
• Exchange listings
• Promotional Material for Future AI Contracts

• First AI Driven Contract
• Promotional material on “AutoTainment”
• Announcements of further AI products
• Extended DApp to track AI rewards

• Major exchange listings
• Advanced AI Smart Contracts
• Partners to expand ecosystem
• Marketplace

Our first goal is to drive organic growth by being welcoming to
newcomers into our ecosystem and community.  We like to market our 
unique attributes, we are a dog coin, but noone has done a raccoon dog 
before.  We also want to market our utility that we are creating in the
fforefront, so until we have utility marketing will be limited.  Our market-
ing pushes are going to be when we launch our additional contracts, as 
we believe our utility will take us further than our memeness.
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THANK YOU!


